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The KINDERQUEST program is a child-centered,
multi-age, integrated curriculum for teaching
language arts, math and Bible through music and
hands on activities. This program is packed with
fresh, exciting ideas for teaching children in a
way that makes learning fun.
While many vendors loudly hawk programs
and ideas; KINDERQUEST quietly and
professionally delivers an outstanding product.
Using a multisensory, hands-on approach, it
presents a delightfully integrated program that
incorporates music, pre-reading, math skills and
Bible stories. Little ones are free to absorb
information at their own pace, without fear and
embarrassment. Best of all, Jesus is at the core!
The KINDERQUEST program does a fantastic job
of preparing students for first grade. Students I
have taught who have come from this program
have a solid educational base and a head start on
first grade. School has been made an enriching,
fun learning experience. I highly recommend
the KINDERQUEST program.
The KINDERQUEST program provides teachers
with materials that are child-centered, motivating
and educational. During my visits with teachers
using KINDERQUEST, I have observed students
enthusiastically interested in their learning
experiences and teachers feeling positive with
the instruction they provide.
Parents Say...

Cyndi Maher,
Parent

I was amazed at how quickly my 6-year old
daughter was able to learn her phonics. Learning
and reading words has now become a source of
great pride. Your use of music and simple games
keeps learning fun. The crafts and short booklets
are unlike any I’ve seen. Thank you! Your program
is a blessing to parents and children!
KINDERQUEST, INC.
P.O. Box 1047
Coeur d’Alene, ID 83816
(208) 772-9446 FAX (208) 762-0167

KINDERQUEST

Educators Say...

KINDERQUEST

®

MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES TEACHING
CHILD-CENTERED
TEACHER-CREATED
CLASSROOM-TESTED
PARENT-INVOLVED

KINDERQUEST is a child-centered,
multi-sensory, non-graded program for children
4, 5 and 6 years of age. This innovative
approach teaches through music, art, games,
creative play and large motor skills.
KINDERQUEST is a teacher-created, classroom
tested curriculum which provides songs, games
and art activities that teach letters and numbers
to the young child in a positive, playful style.
Play is the work of a child and this powerful
tool should be extended to early school
experiences.
KINDERQUEST curriculum is teacher-friendly
and eliminates the hours of preparation and
correcting that is the daily task of most teachers.
Since the initial concept of any activity is presented as a group game, necessary practice
occurs before evaluation is required. The usual
repetitive workbook practice is eliminated.
When mastery of the concept is necessary, it
is done in game form and is then sent home
where the activity can be reviewed and enjoyed
between parent and child.Thus the teacher
and parent become partners in the child's
educational experience.
Just as walking and oral language is an exciting
accomplishment for the young child, the introduction of letters and numbers can be an
equally joyful experience if presented through
songs, games, and group activities. The
challenge of the teacher is to create a discoveryfilled environment, rich in child-centered
activities that will captivate the imagination
of the beginning learner.
KINDERQUEST is dedicated to establishing the
right of every child to learn in a style and individual time frame that assures scholastic success.
KINDERQUEST is designed to develop
independent, responsible learners and inspire
their innate Quest for joy-filled learning!

Down Deep in the Sea
Introduce the plan of
salvation through the
captivating stories of Noah
(obedience), Jonah
(repentence), Jesus and the
Storm (God’s power) and
Peter and the Net
(Christian Service).
Teach letter symbols,
phonemic awareness,
reading, numbers and
measurement through
songs and rhythm bands,
arts and crafts, animal
classification and science.

to teach about the
habitat of the sea.

This 53-page blackline
reproducible thematic
unit is designed for early
elementary grades and is
appropriate for preschool
through second grade.
The materials utilize
Multiple Intelligences

Music, art and kinetic
movement captivate
the child’s interest and
intrinsically convey
knowledge of letters,
numbers and science.
The games and music
may be played in an

interpersonal (group
setting) or intrapersonal
(individual) setting.
Bible songs and stories
are artfully included to
encourage integrating the
presence of God in basic
curriculum throughout
the school day.

Little Miracles Sing and Play
Children’s divisions, worship
services, schools and homes find
this easy listening CD and
blackline reproducible activity
book captivating. A compilation
of the best KINDERQUEST
performance /listening songs are
presented in full scored music,
activity directions, and CD.
(24 songs and corresponding
activity pages.)

READING SERIES

Color and Rhyme to Read

re
Mo Color and Rhyme to Read

March and Color to Read

Read Then Write

Series A-1 (blackline master)

Series A-2 (blackline master)

Series B (blackline master)

Series C (blackline master)

Children will enjoy beginning to read
with this reproducible 10 craft and
corresponding reading booklet series.
Song, movement, and phonemic
sounding of 3-letter, short vowel words
captivate the child’s learning style to
begin reading. Present rhyming words
in the song Funny Little Rhyme, add
movement and the craft, then color and
read the 3-word, 4-page booklet. Voila!
Reading enjoyment begins!

Introduce community helpers while
increasing reading vocabulary, cutting and
coloring skills. This 10 craft-10 booklet
beginning reading set presents farm to
market and the concept that children can
help by calling 911. The child-centered
KINDERQUEST style using movement,
rhythm band and song keeps the beginning
reading experience active!

Use color marching banners, song
and classroom search game to
introduce color words. Stimulate the
child’s imagination through rebus
pictures that replace words above this
reading level. Experience winter,
spring, summer and fall with cuddly
Bud the bear. Send 10 craft and
booklet sets home for the child to
enjoy with Mom and Dad!

Watch reading skills grow as blends
and digraphs are presented through
song and movement. Combine early
reading and creative writing. The
KINDERQUEST 10 craft-reading
booklet style becomes a creative
writing tool when the story ends with
a question. The child will dictate or
individually write his/her unique story
ending and read the story to the class!

MANUSCRIPT WRITING
Animal Pond Writing
Part 1
Begin early manuscript writing
with a delightful 26 page
story about the familiar
KINDERQUEST animals. The
child will trace within bubble
letters using a crayon to
become familiar with the
letter strokes. Send
home for continued
practice.

BASIC CURRICULUM
Sing and Play to Learn

Part 2
Continue more formal
manuscript writing practice
for Kindergarten students.
Practice 3 letter short vowel
words and readable, short
vowel sentences.
(Total pages 89, consumable)

teacher’s guide is a compilation
of over 44 songs and 75 activity
games that teach children about
letters and numbers. Using
the Multiple Intelligences
approach to learning frees
the teacher and student to
learn through song, game,
movement and art. Children
learn from one another in a
casual group setting first then
make games and crafts to take
home for practice.

Children’s
Take Home Games

ENRICHMENT
Shapeland
Join the shapes as they
discover it is fun to work
together. Learn triangle, circle,
square, rectangle, and oval
shapes in an interactive, flipstyle big book (9 in. x 14 in.,
18 pages, cover stock paper).
Students are excited to present
this story at a parent’s night
or graduation program. The
2 Shapeland theme songs will
add a professional touch to
classroom performance.

is a consumable 197-page
activity book referenced
in the teacher’s guide,
Sing and Play to Learn.
The student makes
learning games to take
home and play with the
parent for review. Thus,
the parent becomes part
of the teaching team.

Sing and Play CD
contains the 44 songs referenced
in the teacher’s guide.
The clear vocal diction and
simple piano accompaniment
of Kelly Schwartz Armstrong
provides an easy to follow
teaching tool. Children
learn letters and numbers
through movement and song.

